Considering a Neoproterozoic Snowball Earth

Paul F. Hoffman et al. (1) developed a modified “snowball Earth” hypothesis (2) to explain the association of Neoproterozoic low-latitude glaciation with the deposition of “cap carbonate” rocks bearing highly depleted carbon isotopic values ($\delta^{13}C \approx -5\%$). According to Hoffman et al., the ocean became completely frozen over as a result of a runaway albedo feedback, and primary biological productivity collapsed for an interval of geologic time exceeding the carbon residence time ($>10^5$ years). During this interval, continental ice cover is inferred to have been thin and patchy owing to the virtual elimination of the hydrological cycle.

These ideas are worthy of serious scrutiny, and we would like to discuss geological difficulties not addressed in an earlier Letter to the Editor (3). Climatological considerations suggest that snowball conditions would have developed gradually, probably over a span of $10^6$ to $10^7$ years. The widespread distribution of Sturtian ($<750$ to $700$ Ma) and Marinoan ($<600$ to $575$ Ma) glacial deposits, in places thousands of meters thick (6), as well as evidence for $\approx 160$ m drawdown of sea level for the Marinoan event (7), indicate a vigorous hydrological cycle, with marked erosion beneath large ice sheets and deposition under generally temperate conditions at and adjacent to ice margins (8). Catastrophic termination of snowball conditions interpreted by Hoffman et al. requires the bulk of these sediments to have accumulated before or during the interval in which the ocean was frozen because rapid melt out from any residual glacial ice, even thick glacial ice, would have left only a veneer of glacial and glacially derived sediments. However, gradual retreat of the ice front is recorded in many areas by tens to hundreds of meters of glacial deposits, in some cases with abundant outwash sediments (7–9). The time scale for this retreat is conservatively estimated in Australia as $>10^4$ to $10^5$ years, and most likely $>10^6$ years, on the basis of reversals in magnetic polarity in Marinoan outwash sandstones (10). This scenario suggests that if the ocean surface were completely frozen, it must have become unfrozen well before the end of glaciation.

If highly depleted carbon isotopic values of cap carbonates are the result of the collapse of primary productivity, then maximum depletion of the ocean as a whole ought to date from the time at which the ocean was frozen. However, in Namibia (1, 5), isotopic depletion increases up section from the base of the cap carbonate (a trend that is typical of Marillano cap carbonates) (5, 11). Hoffman et al. ascribe this trend to isotopic fractionation associated with the hydration of atmospherically derived CO$_2$ in the surface ocean, with depletion returning to bulk oceanic values as the amount of CO$_2$ in the atmosphere subsided from $\approx 0.12$ to 0.001 bar. This interpretation requires the ocean to have remained effectively lifeless for an unduly long span after snowball conditions had ceased—comparable to the duration of Marillano deglaciation in Australia, including whatever time was needed for the drawdown of CO$_2$ by continental weathering ($10^4$ to $10^5$ years?) (12) and for deposition of the cap carbonates ($<10^5$ years) (13).
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Response: Christie-Blick et al. point out that Neoproterozoic glacial deposits in Australia and North America differ in many respects from those we reported in Namibia (1). This calls for a modification of one statement in our characterization of a snowball Earth, so as to account for geological observations in areas of contrasting paleogeography. In addition, Christie-Blick et al. question our interpretation of the carbon isotopic records in Namibia (1, 2).

In our original report (1), we inferred that when the world ocean was covered by sea ice (as a result of runaway ice-albedo feedback), “continental ice cover was thin and patchy because of the virtual elimination of the hydrologic cycle” (1). Unlike the Glaub glaciation in Namibia, on which we based our report, Neoproterozoic glacial deposits in Australia and North America are locally thick (>1 km), fill incised paleovalleys (<150 m deep), contain faceted and striated stones, have associated outwash deposits, and record as many as six magnetic polarity reversals (3, 4, 5). These features indicate that substantial amounts of flowing ice existed on land for time scales of $10^6$ years. Some of this flowing ice may be ascribed to conventional glaciation preceding a snowball Earth, given that ice lines must reach $\sim 35^\circ$ latitude before an ice-albedo runaway can occur (6), but the Marillano glacial deposits in Australia cannot be accounted for in this way because they formed near sea level at $<8^\circ$ paleolatitude (5, 7). In fact, a limited hydrologic cycle would still exist in a snowball Earth because of sublimation of ice in the tropics and slow accretion of ice at higher elevations (depending on lapse rate) and higher latitudes. Given
the estimated bounds of 4 and 30 My for the duration of a snowball Earth (1), net accretion rates as low as 1.0 or 0.1 mm/year, respectively, would suffice to form glaciers 3 to 4 km thick, which would flow gravitationally and transport sediment. Direct glacial delivery of sediment to the ocean would account for the predominance of subaqueous outwash deposits (4). Sections of tidal rhythms interpreted to have accumulated in shallow water near the paleo-equator (8) are remarkably undisturbed by wave action, suggesting that waves were damped by sea ice (9). On the other hand, ice-free land area is indicated by the presence of aeolian dune fields and periglacial sand-wedge polygons (10). The existence of both ice-covered and ice-free land surfaces points to a complex interplay between sublimation, accretion and lateral flowage of ice under changing climatic conditions attending the progressive buildup of atmospheric CO₂ in a snowball Earth.

The Ghaub glaciation in Namibia lacks thick glacial deposits, incised paleovalleys, faceted and striated stones, and outwash deposits. These features can be attributed to the fact that this area was part of a vast, shallow-water, tropical platform (1), lacking highlands on which ice would be subaerially accreted in a snowball Earth. The glacial deposits are derived from the directly underlying platformal carbonates and consist of debris advected upward from the sea bed by grounded sea ice. Sublimation at the surface and freezing at the base drove continual upward advection of the ice in which the debris was entrained. The debris was released mostly when the sea ice dissipated at the end of the snowball period, although some could have been released earlier as atmospheric concentrations of CO₂ rose causing sea ice to thin. In contrast, the older Chuos glaciation in Namibia occurred at a time of tectonic instability and significant topography. The Chuos glacial deposits are locally thick (>1 km), fill incised paleovalleys (<180 m deep), contain faceted and striated stones derived from distal sources, including crystalline basement, and are associated with outwash deposits (1, 11). Both the Chuos and Ghaub glaciations in Namibia have cap carbonates and negative carbon-isotope anomalies (the prime subjects of our report), for which Christie-Blick et al. do not offer an alternative explanation to a snowball Earth.

Christie-Blick et al. also question our interpretation of low carbon isotopic (δ¹³C) values in the cap carbonate above the glacial deposits, asserting that they require the ocean to be essentially lifeless for an extended time period after snowball conditions had ceased. The δ¹³C value of marine carbonate reflects the relative amounts of carbonate carbon and organic carbon burial in sediments. In our hypothesis, the low δ¹³C values reflect high rates of carbonate precipitation resulting from intense chemical weathering in the extreme greenhouse conditions following the melting of sea ice. If the rate of alkalinity delivery to seawater, and hence carbonate accumulation, was very high, recovery of biological productivity could be instantaneous after the deglaciation, and reach levels even greater than modern, but still not affect significantly the δ¹³C values of the cap carbonates.
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